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Overview
● Description of the ATLAS Tier-2’s in the US

● R&D activities

● Looking forward toward Run 3

● Note: specifications for sites shown in the next several 
slides are subject to change based on hardware 
additions / retirements over the next few months...
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US ATLAS Tier-2 Facility
● Four Tier-2 centers:

○ AGLT2: University of Michigan (UM ), Michigan State University (MSU) 
○ * MWT2: University of Chicago (UC), Indiana University (IU), University of Illinois 

Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
○ NET2: Boston University (BU), Harvard
○ SWT2: University of Texas Arlington (UTA), Oklahoma University (OU)

● Total aggregate storage capacity: 38.96 PB
● Bi-weekly meetings: coordination, planning, discuss issues, share 

experiences 
● Details about deployed hardware maintained in a common set of 

spreadsheets - updated quarterly by site admins
● N.B. Mostly Dell storage hardware
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US Tier-2 Facility (cont.)
● Among the four Tier-2’s:

○ AGLT2 & MWT2 utilize dCache for their storage architecture, while:
○ NET2 is a mix of Ceph & GPFS-based systems, and:
○ SWT2 utilizes XRootD

● Why the mix?
● Largely historical:

○ Expertise at each site evolved over many years with a focus on a given architecture
○ SWT2 collaborates closely with the XRootD developers
○ NET2 is a somewhat special case (i.e., NESE)

● The lack of homogeneity has not been an issue for US Tier-2’s - both 
dCache and XrootD provide reliable, well-supported options

● Ongoing tradeoff between continuing to operate older storage hardware 
vs. reliability / performance:
○ In recent years more emphasis on retiring older hardware 
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AGLT2
● Total storage capacity: 8.53 PB

● dCache-based storage architecture

● Data distributed across a collection of 27 storage nodes, 143 pools

● HTTP-TPC (“third-party copy”): supported

● Detailed information about the storage system (usage, breakdown by 

spacetokens, etc.):

http://gate02.grid.umich.edu/dcache/aglt2se.shtml
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MWT2
● Total storage capacity: 11.11 PB

● dCache-based storage architecture

● Data distributed across a collection of 26 storage nodes, 165 pools

● HTTP-TPC: supported

● Hosts the spacetoken TACC-DATADISK, currently a single-node machine 

that runs both Globus and OSG's GridFTP via SLATE. This machine 

exposes an RSE for ATLAS, and a Globus Connect endpoint for moving 

data to & from TACC (https://www.tacc.utexas.edu/).
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NET2
● Total storage capacity: 8.6 PB

● Ceph Nautilus / GPFS-based storage architecture (~50%-50%)

● First US Tier-2 that will deploy a tape storage system

● HTTP-TPC: implementation in progress

● See talk after this one (S. Youssef) for more more details about the 

evolving storage architecture at NET2 
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SWT2
● Total storage capacity: 10.72 PB
● XRootD-based storage architecture
● Data distributed across a pool of 31 storage nodes
● HTTP-TPC: awaiting an update in the XRootD software
● Much of the monitoring accessible via VPN (security)
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R&D Activities - Preparation  for Run 3 at the LHC
● Each Tier-2 site has deployed a SLATE node for testing purposes:

○ https://slateci.io/

● The first service deployed was XCache:
○ http://slateci.io/XCache/ 

● SLATE can provide a mechanism for centralized deployment & 

management of various services at the Tier-2’s
○ Thereby can streamline operations activities...

● “Data Lakes” (in conjunction with the Tier-1 at BNL)

● NESE (NET2)

● Investigate deploying XCache at the SWT2/OU facility as a model for a 
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R&D Activities - Preparation  for Run3 at the LHC (cont.)
● OSiRIS-Ceph (Open Storage Research InfraStructure) project ongoing (UM, MSU and 

WSU)
○ Using Ceph as a dCache backend storage

○ Using Ceph as a component of a Data Lake prototype

● Additional funding was recently allocated to the Tier-2’s for upgrades to 

the networking infrastructure:
○ Each site determines the area where the funds are most needed / most effectively  

utilized (LAN, WAN, etc.)
○ Coordinate procurements if possible
○ Network enhancements directly impact storage performance / access

● Kubernetes / K8 clusters have been deployed at multiple sites - 
prototyping, investigate the implications for interfacing with storage 
systems
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Examples of Operations Issues
● dCache:

○ Berkeley MetaDB (interrupts at the wrong time forcing the MetaDB into a state that 
required a pool restart).

○ “door” node needs a restart to clear a bad status
○ pool goes offline without automatically restarting itself, hence requires a manual restart

● XRootD: 
○ xrootdfs (FUSE mount / POSIX interface) - can hang up. Implement monitoring to alert, 

optionally auto-remount.
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Examples of Operations Issues (cont.)
HOWEVER

● Must emphasize these are infrequent events - in most cases software 

upgrades resolve the issues

● Long-term experience with these systems, combined with very responsive 

developer teams, provides for generally smooth operations
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Summary
● US ATLAS Tier-2’s provide very robust / reliable storage services

● Any incidents that occasionally arise (hardware failures, service outages) 
are responded to and resolved quickly

● Current efforts are focused on smooth operations, in conjunction with 
planning and R&D for Run 3 of the LHC and beyond

● Run 3 R&D provides an opportunity to prototype and test storage 
strategies for the HL-LHC, when the demands placed on the system will 
be enormous  
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